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classic original lyrical conscious based upon the supreme reality that we exist in. 17 MP3 Songs HIP

HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Details: "ONE CROWN" From The Windy City of

Arlington,Virginia comes a shadowy mysterious figure know only as BLACK NOAH. Look further south

and you'll bump into the stomping shelly shores of Virginia Beach where KRIMSON a.k.a.OMEGA RED

rest his head. An interplanetary magnet caused these two forces to colide and create a superNOVA

explosian sending an incalculatable number of macrocosmic airwaves throughout the galaxy, charged

with the design of the ancient tetrahedric pyramidal structure.... 1 Crown's producer PROFLUENT has

walked this trecherous land of hip hop far time immerable, holding the solar energy of sonic psalms with

the likes of DJ Chuck ChillOut, Afrika Bambatta, DuckDown staff Sean Price and buzzing artist

FT.Nox(Full Blast Records)to name a few, Also he is the VP at Newark,NJ based Full Blast Record Pool.

To allow the perpetuation of the truest street artform also known as hip-hop there assignment is to keep

you up to date on any extraterraastral activity that has laid dormant in the Alpha Zentrati Milky Way

galaxy for over 25,000 years. The time capsule was finally unearthed in the commonwealth state of

Springfield, Virginia where mild-mannered Dr. Tyre Matthews stumbled upon two unidentified forms of

unknown origion. He compromised the aprehension of the specimens and created the thesis statement

known as "Bar Warz"The Revenge of the Swift" and continued to study the arcane heiroglyphics on the

onyx obelisk found in the docking bay of the alien spacecraft. After he found that the two in question had

a higher form of intelligence, he decided to produce evidence of their existence for the entire world to see.

And thus the cronicles began........................Stay tuned for future broadcasts...... file no.# e73xzwqkmf
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artist FT.NOX check out for details and questions streetspeech email TeamOSM@GMail CONTACT:

(703)-965-7538 NIGHTSANIME@AOL.COM ALPHABEATZ PRADUKTIONZ

profluentY2K@YAHOO.COM
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